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Public Health (COVID-19 Restrictions on Gathering and Movement) Order (No 4) Amendment Order (No 4) 2020

under the
Public Health Act 2010

I, Brad Hazzard, the Minister for Health and Medical Research, make the following Order under section 7 of the Public Health Act 2010.

Dated 25 August 2020, 8.50pm.

BRAD HAZZARD, MP
Minister for Health and Medical Research

Explanatory note
The object of this Order is to require the operator of a party bus to—
(a) develop and comply with a COVID-19 Safety Plan, and
(b) ensure there is at least 4 square metres of space for each person on the party bus.
Name of Order
This Order is the Public Health (COVID-19 Restrictions on Gathering and Movement) Order (No 4) Amendment Order (No 4) 2020.

Commencement
This Order commences at the beginning of 26 August 2020.

Amendment of Public Health (COVID-19 Restrictions on Gathering and Movement) Order (No 4) 2020

(1) Clause 3 Definitions
Insert “vehicle or” before “vessel” in the definition of occupier of premises in clause 3(1).

(2) Clause 3(1), definition of “party bus”
Insert in alphabetical order—

party bus means a vehicle being used on a commercial basis for the purposes of a party, whether or not the party takes place during transportation between locations.

(3) Schedule 1 Premises requiring COVID-19 Safety Plan
Insert in appropriate order—

| Party buses | Commercial vessels | 23 July 2020 |

(4) Schedule 2 Exempted gatherings
Insert “but not a gathering on a vehicle being used as a party bus” after “transportation facilities” in item 2.